Tuition Fees Set In Queens College Remedial Course

Queens College students deficient in English writing skills will be required to pay for compulsory remedial writing courses, authorities there announced last week.

The courses, according to Queens English Department chairman Robert C. Ball, will be non-credit, and, according to Ball, will cost $37.50 per semester. The innovation is unique among the four municipal Colleges, although two, Hunter and the College of Staten Island, have mandatory free courses.

At Queens, students may now be referred to the clinic by any of the Departments of the college, regardless of whether they have completed the English writing requirement normally needed for their degrees.

At the same time, Queens announced that it would add a second term to the present composition requirement, although students obtaining grades of C or better in the first term might be granted exemption from the second.

At the College, two terms of English Composition are now required for the Bachelor's degree in all fields, and an additional, non-credit remedial clinic is a prequisite to these for students deficient in writing skills.

Candidates & Rumors Roam Around College

"There will be candidates and rumors of candidates," to paraphrase an old saying. This semester again proves the rule.

The first to definitely declare his candidacy was SG representative Alan Blum, who was defeated for the highest position last semester. He will head an as-yet-unknown Independent Reform Party (IRP) slate.

IRP is generally accepted as representing the more "conservative" views in SG, although Blum has emphasized that his group's philosophy is "moderate."

One of the election's more interesting rumors was confirmed when former SG Secretary Richie Weinberg announced his intention to capture the high post.

SG elections loom large in the near-future. How many of these students will be elected?

Jazz

The Student Activities Board will sponsor a jazz concert with Lambert, Hendricks, and Bavan on December 15 at the Baruch Auditorium, 23rd Street and Lexington Avenue. Tickets are on sale in the Student Government office, Room 121 Finley for $1.50 and $2.50.

Boy Friend

"The Boy Friend," a tale of love between a millionaire's daughter and a delivery boy, will be revived by the College's Speech Department today.

Three consecutive evening performances, starting tonight at 8:30 PM, will be held at the Hunter College Auditorium, 68th Street and Park Avenue. Lead roles in the 1944 off-Broadway-musical will be played by Carole Lewis and Matthew Corname, Professor Frank Davis (Speech) is the show's director.

Free tickets for all performances are available in Room 229 Shepard.

Mrs. Lasker Wins John Finley Medal

The College's sixteenth annual John H. Finley Medal has been awarded to Mrs. Albert D. Lasker, President of the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation.

SAB Evaluated At Meeting Termed 'Entangled In Detail'

"The Student Activities Board is not fulfilling the purposes for which it was formed... It has gotten entangled in a meaningless bog of detail," the President of House lamented.

"Termed 'Entangled In Detail'

"The Student Activities Board is not fulfilling the purposes for which it was formed... It has gotten entangled in a meaningless bog of detail," the President of House lamented. This semester again proves the rule.

City Univ. May Create 2 Community Colleges

The addition of two new community colleges to the City University is being studied by the Board of Higher Education, Chairman Gustave G. Rosenberg announced Sunday.

SAB Chairman Herb Berkowitz Defends Himself

The grant, totaling $69,900, was given by the National Science Foundation to the College's Physics Department.

The survey, to be directed by Professor Robert M. Lins (Physics), is entitled "Anti-Proton-Proton Scattering at 3.7 Bev/c."
Another Farce?

As fall turns into winter, the sky darkens, the weather turns cold, things look bleak.

As SG elections approach, the numbers of aspirants narrow, possibilities become probabilities, things look bleak.

If one is to predict the quality of next term's Student Government, by the actions of the declared, semi-declared, and rumored candidates for the highest student post, then it would look like another off-term for an organization which suffers from too many of them.

SG, annually affiliated with a peculiar lack of leadership, cannot and should not undergo another term in this manner.

We must note that this semester has been a rare exception.

This situation is particularly unfortunate as the time approaches when the free tuition lobbyists make their annual trek to the State Capitol. What was fruitless last year, should not be allowed to remain so this year. The situation must not deteriorate further; the trip must not become merely a tired gesture.

The attempt to restore the free tuition mandate to the State Education Law failed during the last session by a narrow margin, if it is not allowed to be done in the coming committee, the cause of guaranteed "practitioner instruction" may be lost.

This assurance should not only be granted to the City University, but to all units of the State University as well. Now, more than ever, does the battle require ardor, intelligent advocates. When the new members of the State Legislature take their seats, the chairs of such outspoken champions of the cause as William Kapelman, Mark Lane, and Battles Kassel will be vacant. Still present is the strong Republican majority.

We must search for and elect the best possible representatives. Narrow criteria such as "he's a House Plan man" or Zet: "I'll always have a man on Council" must fall by the wayside.

The candidates themselves should emphasize their differences, so that a significant and intelligent selection can be made.

Hopefully the Student Government regulations, limiting the amount of paper used per candidate, will prove effective.

This will be the first major election in which they will be enforced. The frugal expenditure of large sums of money, an evident result of elections, should be the end.

The election must not turn into another farce. Significant issues debated among ideologically differentiated candidates would make the difference.
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50 Pontiac Tempests FREE!

America's hottest new sports convertible!

L&M GRAND PRIX 50
Sweepstakes for colleges only
Your chances of winning are 50 times better than if open to the general public

You can win! 50 flashing new '63 Pontiac Tempest Le Mans convertibles are up for grabs! They're easy to win and it's lots of fun! The big sweepstakes is starting now... keeps going and growing through the school year. There'll be drawings for $1, 10, then 15 and finally 20 new Tempest convertibles—four exciting laps—50 cars in all! Enter often...no limit on the number of entries per person!

Enter now: Here's all you do:

1. Pick up a free official L&M GRAND PRIX 50 entry blank. Look for them where cigarettes are sold—an and about campus, fill it in.
2. Detach your serialized L&M GRAND PRIX 50 LICENSE PLATE from your entry blank. Save it! Tear off the bottom panels from 5 packs of L&M KING, L&M BOX, CHESTERFIELD KING or CHESTERFIELD REGULAR. Menthol smokers can enter with OASIS. 5 panels, or acceptable substitutes (see entry blank), must accompany each entry. Each entry must be mailed separately.
3. Mail us the panels and your serialized entry blank...it matches your license plate. Your serial number may be one of the 50 that wins a '63 Tempest convertible!

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS!
If you win, you may choose instead of the Tempest a thrilling expense-paid 2-week Holiday in Europe—for Two! Plus $500 in cash!

Winners’ Tempests will include: 3-speed floor shift, bucket seats, deluxe trim and special decor, radio and heater, deluxe wheel discs, windshield washers and white sidewall tires; with delivery, sales tax and registration all pre-paid! And, choice of body, trim and top colors as well as choice of differential gear ratios!

Important: As your entries are received they become eligible for all subsequent drawings. So enter often and enter early—before the drawing for the first five Tempests (right after Thanksgiving). Entries received by Thanksgiving weekend will be eligible in drawings for all 50 Tempests!

Remember: The more entries you submit, the more chances you have to win!

Get with the winners...
far ahead in smoking satisfaction!

See the Pontiac Tempest at your nearby Pontiac Dealer!
Pratt Nips Beavers, 2-1, On Questionable Tally; Harriers Retain Crown, Third In Junior Mets

Boaters Tied, 1-1 By Queens

BY RICHIE COE

It was a long weekend for soccer fans at St. Nicholas Heights. The Beavers dropped a close one to Pratt Monday after sloppy play had allowed Queens a tie Saturday.

The Beavers shot and missed, but luck and Walt Schmotolocha combined to give the Cannoneers a 2-1 victory. Queens proved to be an inferior team, but the Beavers played an outstanding game and had to settle for a 1-1 tie after failing to score in overtime.

"I had only one man on my back," Coach Harry Karlin ex-

Finding a hole in the Queens defense, Jim Martino dribbles the ball through. Out of sight of the camera another Queens back plugged up the shot before Martino could score.

Three Against Queens

The Beaver goal in the Queens game was booted by all people, Tom Stolfoff, the right full- back. Fullbacks don't usually get to shoot, but when the Beavers were awarded a penalty kick mid way through the first period Coach Harry Karlin decided Stolfoff was the man to attempt it.

The spirited fullback completely fooled Queens goalie Steve Stoloff. As Stoloff dove to the right, Stiebner booted the ball into the left corner.

With a one-goal lead the Beaver forward line decided to suspend offensive action and help protect the lead. Patut, who had been relaxing in the Lavender goal with nothing to do until then, had to make two saves towards the end of the first quarter and six moves during the second quarter.

Stoloff was troubled only once in the entire second period.

The Beavers dominated the third period, outshooting Queens ten to three. But one of the three shots the Knights took went in, tying the score 1-1.

Center forward Jack Jesenitschnig scored on what amounted to a fast break. Queens had nine men downfield quicker than the Beavers. Jesenitschnig got off a high shot—a variety Patut has trouble handling—toward the center of the net. Patut jumped, but the ball passed over his hands into the goal.
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